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Stability Control of an Autonomous Vehicle in Overtaking 

Manoeuvre Using Wheel Slip Control 

 
Armin Norouzi, Ali Barari, Hadi Adibi-Asl 

 

Abstract 

 
Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) has been introduced to address 

driver-related accidents. One of the advantages of ADASs is that they can provide 

autonomous control and tracking in overtaking manoeuvres via GPS through the 

designed trajectory. In this study, using adaptive sliding mode control, an integrated 

longitudinal and lateral control of 4-DOF vehicle's nonlinear dynamic model, in 

presence of uncertainties, has been proposed. Adaptive control law is utilized for 

switching gain based on the variations in the sliding surface. Furthermore, a sliding 

mode control is designed in order to control the longitudinal slip of front wheels. 

Simulation results show proper tracking for dry roads and acceptable tracking in 

low adherence roads (wet roads) in overtaking manoeuvres. 

 

Keywords: Autonomous vehicles, Vehicle control, Longitudinal slip control, 

Sliding mode controller, Adaptive controller 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The contributors to automobile accidents can be categorized into two major groups. first, 

Inconvenient Environmental Conditions such as poor road condition and poor weather condition. 

Second, Driver Errors including speeding and unsafe lane change. 94 % of serious crashes are due 

to human error. Considering more than 35,092 people died in motor vehicle-related crashes in the 

U.S. in 2015 caused transportation experts have investigated solutions to reduce driver-related 

errors. Advanced driver assistance systems (ADASs) have been proposed as the best option to 

address this issue up to now. ADASs can provide autonomous control using three techniques1. 

First, Detection, the controller gains surrounding information via sensors such as LIDAR, RADAR 

and GPS. Second, Decision Making, the controller designs the desired path based on surrounding 

information. Third, Action, the controller needs to track the desired path. In this paper, the 

controller's ability to follow the desired path has been discussed. 

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has defined six levels of automation in 20162. Level 

0: The human driver does all the driving; Level 1: An advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) 

on the vehicle can sometimes assist the human driver with either steering or braking/accelerating, 

but not both simultaneously; Level 2: An advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) on the vehicle 

can itself actually control both steering and braking/accelerating simultaneously under some 

circumstances. The human driver must continue to pay full attention (“monitor the driving 



environment”) at all times and perform the rest of the driving task; Level 3: An Automated Driving 

System (ADS) on the vehicle can itself perform all aspects of the driving task under some 

circumstances.  In those circumstances, the human driver must be ready to take back control at any 

time when the ADS requests the human driver to do so. In all other circumstances, the human 

driver performs the driving task; Level 4: An Automated Driving System (ADS) on the vehicle 

can itself perform all driving tasks and monitor the driving environment – essentially, do all the 

driving – in certain circumstances.  The human doesn’t need to pay attention in those 

circumstances; Level 5: An Automated Driving System (ADS) on the vehicle can do all the driving 

in all circumstances. The human occupants are just passengers and need never to be involved in 

driving. According to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), we are going 

through the decade 2016-2025 which consists of Partially Automated Safety Features (e.g., lane 

keeping assist, adaptive cruise control, traffic jam assist, and self-park technology). It is predicted 

that the next era, from 2025 on, will consist of Fully Automated Safety Features (Highway 

Autopilot) 3. 

Vehicle active control technology is one of ADASs which plays a key role in vehicle's lateral 

and yaw stability. Yaw stability enhancement by vehicle active control is the critical requirement 

for safety of ground vehicles 4. In order to control yaw rate and lateral stability, a few methods, 

such as active suspension, active braking and active steering has been proposed. In active 

suspension, the vehicle's lateral stability is improved by controlling the wheel’s work load 5. In 

active braking, the lateral stability of vehicle is controlled by Direct Yaw Control (DYC) which 

adopts differential braking technique 6. In active steering, the vehicle's lateral stability is improved 

by controlling the steering angle 6. Active steering can be classified into three categories as Active 

Front Steering (AFS), Active Rear Steering (ARS) and Active Four Wheel Steering (4WS). 

Steering by wire system and mechanical active front steering system are common active front 

steering (AFS) systems. In steering-by-wire system, there is no mechanical connection between 

the steering pinion and the steering wheel. In fact, it has been replaced with an electric wire. 

Mechanical AFS systems utilize motor and planetary gear box to superpose an angle to the steering 

wheel 7. These two kinds of AFS can improve vehicle handling and safety by yaw rate tracking 

control 7. In the presence of vehicle’s external disturbances and model uncertainties, robust control 

is an integral part of the yaw rate tracking technology of AFS. 

Numerous academic researches on the vehicle stability control and active steering control have 

been conducted. Researchers have proposed different control methods for vehicle active control 

systems. In 8, a PID controller was used alongside fuzzy logic to control torque for tracking control 

system. A novel fuzzy logic has been proposed for tracking control systems on low-friction road 

conditions9. In 10, an LQR controller based on the hierarchical control strategy of DYC has been 

designed in a top-down sequence, which consists of the upper, medium, and lower controllers. An 

integrated backstepping and sliding mode controller has been used to enhance lateral control of an 

autonomous grounded vehicle 11.  Model Predictive Control(MPC) has been applied for AFS and 

DYC integrated control systems to gain more accuracy 12. Adaptive control has been adopted to 

improve the performance in the presence of parameter uncertainty 13. H∞ controls have been widely 

applied to the stability control systems 14. Internal model control (IMC) techniques based on H∞ 

optimization are able to satisfy robust stability requirements in the presence of input saturation 15. 

Adaptive Sliding Mode Control (ASMC) with fuzzy boundary layer has been adopted to control 



vehicle stability for automatic lane change system 16. Reference  17 proposed a robust path 

following control which uses the MPC and SMC. However, this control method has been applied 

to the tire model considering only the side force. Thus, this control method does not deal with 

longitudinal dynamics. 

In this paper, a robust control method utilizing Adaptive Sliding Mode Control (ASMC) for 

front wheel steering vehicles has been proposed which using a 4-DOF dynamic model considering 

the variations of velocity. The proposed control enables the vehicle to deal with the coupling of 

driving force and side force. First, desired trajectory for overtaking manoeuvre will be designed. 

Next, the 4-DOF vehicle's dynamic model will be introduced. Then, adaptive sliding mode 

controller for vehicle's longitudinal and lateral motion will be designed. Also, a sliding mode 

controller for front wheel slip will be proposed. Afterwards, the simulation results will be provided 

and will be compared to the proposed control in 18. At the end, final results of this paper will be 

concluded. 

 

 

2. Path Planning 

 
We present our desired path for a lane change manoeuvre with acceleration for a front steering 

vehicle. We assume that there is no other vehicle on the desired path while this overtaking occurs. 

First, we design a lane change manoeuvre, then, we generalize it to a double lane change.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Lane change manoeuvre for overtaking 

 

Let the S0 and St be state vectors of the vehicle at the start time and end time of each lane 

change manoeuvre, respectively.  

(1) 𝑆𝑜 = (𝑥𝑜 , �̇�𝑜 , �̈�𝑜 , 𝑦𝑜 , �̇�𝑜 , �̈�𝑜)  

(2) 𝑆𝑡 = (𝑥𝑡, �̇�𝑡 , �̈�𝑡, 𝑦𝑡, �̇�𝑡, �̈�𝑡)  

Where  𝑥, �̇�, �̈�, 𝑦, �̇� and �̈� are the longitudinal displacement, longitudinal velocity, longitudinal 

acceleration, lateral displacement, lateral velocity and lateral acceleration of the vehicle, 

respectively. 



In order to generate the desired trajectory, a 5th-degree polynomial is utilized in x and y 

directions 19. 

(3) 𝑥(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑡
𝑖5

0
  

(4) 𝑦(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑡
𝑖5

0
  

Substituting from (1) and (2) into (3) and (4), the following equations are yielded. 

(5) [𝑥0(𝑡)     �̇�0(𝑡)       �̈�0(𝑡)         𝑥𝑡(𝑡)      �̇�𝑡(𝑡)      �̈�𝑡(𝑡) ]
𝑇 = 𝑇6×6  𝐴

𝑇  

(6) [𝑦0(𝑡)    �̇�0(𝑡)     �̈�0(𝑡)        𝑦𝑡(𝑡)     �̇�𝑡(𝑡)      �̈�𝑡(𝑡)]
𝑇 = 𝑇6×6  𝐵

𝑇 

Where A, B and T6*6 are defined as follows: 

(7) 𝐴𝑇 = [ 𝑎0     𝑎1    𝑎2     𝑎3    𝑎4    𝑎5]
𝑇  

(8) 𝐵𝑇 = [ 𝑏0    𝑏1     𝑏2    𝑏3    𝑏4    𝑏5]
𝑇  

(9) 𝑇6×6 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑡0
5 𝑡0

4 𝑡0
3 𝑡0

2 𝑡0 1

5𝑡0
4 4𝑡0

3 3𝑡0
2 2𝑡0 1 0

20𝑡0
3 12𝑡0

2 6𝑡0 2 0 0

𝑡𝑡
5 𝑡𝑡

4 𝑡𝑡
3 𝑡𝑡

2 𝑡𝑡 1

5𝑡𝑡
4 4𝑡𝑡

3 3𝑡𝑡
2 2𝑡𝑡 1 0

20𝑡𝑡
3 12𝑡𝑡

2 6𝑡𝑡 2 0 0]
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Substituting from (8) and (9) into (1) and (2) yields: 

(10) 𝐴𝑇 = 𝑇6×6 
−1 [𝑥𝑜 , �̇�𝑜 , �̈�𝑜 , 𝑥𝑡, �̇�𝑡, �̈�𝑡]

𝑇  

(11) 𝐵𝑇 = 𝑇6×6 
−1  [𝑦𝑜 , �̇�𝑜 , �̈�𝑜 , 𝑦𝑡, �̇�𝑡, �̈�𝑡]

𝑇  

In order to accomplish the first lane change, the vehicle needs to increase its velocity from 10 

m/s to 30 m/s with 140 m displacement along the x direction and 3.75 m displacement along the y 

direction. 

(12) 𝑆𝑜 = (𝑥𝑜 , �̇�𝑜 , �̈�𝑜 , 𝑦𝑜 , �̇�𝑜 , �̈�𝑜) = (0,10,0,0,0,0)  

(13) 𝑆𝑡 = (𝑥𝑡, �̇�𝑡 , �̈�𝑡, 𝑦𝑡, �̇�𝑡, �̈�𝑡) = (140,30,0,3.75,0,0)  

Then, for the second lane change which completes our desired double lane change 

(overtaking), we have the following equations: 

(14) 𝑆𝑜 = (𝑥𝑜 , �̇�𝑜 , �̈�𝑜 , 𝑦𝑜 , �̇�𝑜 , �̈�𝑜) = (0,30,0,3.75,0,0)  

(15) 𝑆𝑡 = (𝑥𝑡, �̇�𝑡 , �̈�𝑡, 𝑦𝑡, �̇�𝑡, �̈�𝑡) = (140,25,0,0,0,0)  

 

 

3. Vehicle's Dynamics Model 

 
In this case study, a simplified bicycle model with four-degrees-of-freedom (4-DOF) is used to 

model vehicle dynamics 20. The four degrees of freedom are due to the vehicle’s lateral position y, 

longitudinal position x, the vehicle’s yaw angle 𝜓 and front wheels rotation𝜔𝑤, as shown in Fig. 

2. 

 

 



 
Fig. 2: Four-degree-of-freedom (4-DOF) vehicle-bicycle model. 

 

(16) 𝑚�̈� = 𝐹𝑥𝑓 cos 𝛿 + 𝐹𝑥𝑟 − 𝐹𝑦𝑓 sin 𝛿 − 𝑚�̇��̇�    

(17) 𝑚�̈� = 𝐹𝑦𝑟 + 𝐹𝑥𝑓 sin 𝛿 + 𝐹𝑦𝑓 cos 𝛿 − 𝑚�̇��̇�  

(18) I𝑧�̈� = 𝑙𝑓𝐹𝑥𝑓 sin 𝛿 + 𝑙𝑓𝐹𝑦𝑓 cos 𝛿 − 𝑙𝑟𝐹𝑦𝑟  

(19) 𝐼𝑤�̇�𝑤 = 𝑇𝑑𝑓 + 𝑇𝑏𝑓 − 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝐹𝑥𝑓  

Simulation parameters are provided in Appendix 1. 

The lateral slip angle for front and rear wheels can be written as: 

(20) 𝛼𝑓 = 𝛿 −
�̇�+𝑙𝑓�̇�

�̇�
  

(21) 𝛼𝑟 = −
�̇�−𝑙𝑟�̇�

�̇�
  

Also, the longitudinal slip ratio for front wheels in accelerating and braking time can be 

expressed as: 

(22) 𝜎𝑥 =
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝜔−�̇�

�̇�
     braking     

(23) 𝜎𝑥 =
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝜔−�̇�

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝜔
       accelerating     

Dugoff's tire model has been chosen for this study 20. Equations for this model are given by: 

(24) 𝐹𝑥 =  𝐶𝜎
𝜎𝑥

1+𝜎𝑥
𝑓(𝜆)  

(25) 𝐹𝑦 = 𝐶𝛼
tan(𝛼)

1+𝜎𝑥
𝑓(𝜆)  

(26) {
𝑓(𝜆) = (2 − 𝜆)𝜆           𝜆 < 1

𝑓(𝜆) = 1                             𝜆 ≥ 1
  

(27) 
𝜆 =

𝜇𝐹𝑧(1+𝜎𝑥)

2{(𝐶𝜎𝜎𝑥)2+(𝐶𝛼tan(𝛼))
2
}

1
2

  

Furthermore, the following assumptions are considered in this study: 

I. The vehicle uses only front wheels to steer. 

II. The front wheel steering angle is small, so the equations can be linearized. 

III.  Accelerating mode is considered. 

IV. Lateral load transfer is neglected. 



(28) 𝐹𝑦𝑓 = 𝐶𝛼𝑓
∗ 𝛼𝑓  

(29) 𝐹𝑦𝑟 = 𝐶𝛼𝑟
∗ 𝛼𝑟  

where *C
 can be shown as 21: 

(30) 𝐶𝛼𝑓
∗ = 𝜇𝐶𝛼𝑓  

(31) 𝐶𝛼𝑟
∗ = 𝜇𝐶𝛼𝑟  

Now, the final equations for designing the controller are obtained as follows: 

(32) 

[
 
 
 
�̈�
�̈�

�̈�
𝜔𝑓]
 
 
 

= [

𝐹1
𝐹2
𝐹3
𝐹4

] + [

𝐺1 0 0
0 𝐺2 0
0 𝐺3 0
0 0 𝐺4

] [

𝐹𝑥
𝛿
𝑇𝑓

]  

(33) [�⃗̈�] = [�⃗�] + [�⃗�][�⃗⃗�]  

where, 

𝐺1 =
1

𝑚
  

𝐺2 =
1

𝑚
(𝜇𝐶𝛼𝑓 + 𝐹𝑥𝑓)  

𝐺3 =
𝑙𝑓

𝐼𝑧
(𝐹𝑥𝑓 + 𝜇𝐶𝛼𝑓)  

𝐺4 =
1

𝐼𝜔
  

 

𝐹1 = �̇��̇�  

𝐹2 = −
1

𝑚
{𝜇𝐶𝛼𝑟

�̇�−𝑙𝑟�̇�

�̇�
+ 𝜇𝐶𝛼𝑓

�̇�+𝑙𝑓�̇�

�̇�
} − �̇��̇�  

𝐹3 =
𝑙𝑟𝜇𝐶𝛼𝑟

𝐼𝑧
(
�̇�−𝑙𝑟�̇�

�̇�
) −

𝑙𝑓𝜇𝐶𝛼𝑓

𝐼𝑧
(
�̇�+𝑙𝑓�̇�

�̇�
)  

𝐹4 = −
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐼𝜔
𝐹𝑥𝑓  

 

 

 

4. Controller Design 

 
4.1. Vehicle's longitudinal and lateral controller design 

 
In this section, an adaptive sliding mode controller (ASMC) with constant boundary layer has 

been proposed. The adaptive control law updates switching gain based on the variations in the 

sliding surface. Defining sliding surfaces based on the system errors is the first step in controller 

design. Next, the adaptive control law is applied. In Appendix 2, by using the definition of 

Lyapunov function, the controller stability has been proved analytically. As the vehicle model is 

based on the second order differential equations (n = 2), the sliding surface is selected as follows: 

(34) 𝑆 = (
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜆)

𝑛−1

�̃� 

where,

 

 

(35) �̃� = [
𝑒𝑥
𝑒𝑦
] 

 
and longitudinal and lateral error can be expressed as:

 
 

(36) 𝑒𝑥 = �̇� − �̇�𝑟𝑒𝑓  

refx xxe  



(37) 𝑒𝑦 = 𝑒1 + 𝑑𝑒2     

(38) �̇�1 = �̇� + �̇�𝑒2    

(39) 𝑒2 = 𝜓 − 𝜓𝑟𝑒𝑓 

Which e1 is the distance of the c.g. of the vehicle from the center line of the lane, e2 is the 

orientation error of the vehicle with respect to the road and d is the longitudinal distance of the 

point ahead of the vehicle c.g. at which the sensor measurement is made.  

 

 
 
Fig. 3: (a) Look ahead lateral position measurement with respect to road. (b) From body fixed to global coordinates 

20 

 

According to the above equations, the sliding surface is obtained as: 

(40) 𝑆 = �̇̃� + 𝜆�̃� = [
�̇�𝑥

�̇�1 + 𝑑�̇�2
] + [

𝜆1 0
0 𝜆2

] [
𝑒𝑥

𝑒1 + 𝑑𝑒2
]  

By differentiating Equation (40), the following equation is obtained. 

(41) �̇� = [
�̈�𝑥 + 𝜆1�̇�𝑥

�̈�1 + 𝑑�̈�2 + 𝜆2�̇�1 + 𝜆2𝑑�̇�2
]  

Substituting from (35-38) into (40) yields: 

(42) �̇� = [
�̂�1 + �̂�1𝐹𝑥 − �̈�𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝜆1�̇� − 𝜆1�̇�𝑟𝑒𝑓

�̂�2 + �̂�2𝛿 + (�̂�1 + �̂�1𝐹𝑥)𝑒2 + �̇��̇�2 + 𝑑�̂�3 + 𝑑�̂�3𝛿 − 𝑑�̈�𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝜆2𝑒1 + 𝜆2𝑑�̇�2
]  

According to 22, the best control law for x error is achieved when S 0 . 

(43) [
𝐹𝑥𝑒𝑞
 𝛿𝑒𝑞

] = − [

1

�̂�𝑥
0

0 −
1

�̂�𝑦

] [
�̂�𝑥
 𝛿
]  

where ̂ andare given by xF̂   

(44) �̂�𝑥 = �̂�1 − �̈�𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝜆1�̇� − 𝜆1�̇�𝑟𝑒𝑓            ,          �̂�𝑥 = �̂�1  

(45) 𝛿 = �̂�2 + �̂�1𝑒2 + �̂�1𝐹𝑥𝑒2 + �̇��̇�2 + 𝑑�̂�3 + 𝜆2�̇�1 + 𝜆2𝑑�̇�2 − 𝑑�̈�𝑟𝑒𝑓, 𝑏𝑦 = �̂�2 + 𝑑�̂�3  
Based on 22, slip condition is introduced as Equation (46), 



(46) 1

2

d

dt
𝑆2(t) ≤ η|𝑆(t)|  

where 𝜂 is a strictly positive constant 22. To satisfy this condition, one term is added to 𝐹𝑥𝑒𝑞 and 

𝛿𝑒𝑞, 

(47) 

�⃗⃗�𝑆𝑀𝐶 = −[

1

�̂�𝑥
0

0 −
1

�̂�𝑦

] [
�̂�𝑥 + 𝑘𝑥  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑠1)

 𝛿1 + 𝑘𝑦    𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑠1)
]  

To establish the sliding condition (46), the range of k is calculated similar to 20 [see Appendix 

2]. To avoid chattering, instead of the sign function, a saturated function has been proposed. 

(48) sat (
s

φ
) =

{
 
 

 
 1                                          

s

𝜙
> 1

s

φ
                           − 1 <

s

𝜙
< 1 

−1                                    
s

𝜙
< −1

  

Thus, 

(49) �⃗⃗�𝑆𝑀𝐶 = [
−

1

𝑏𝑥
(�̂�𝑥 + 𝑘𝑥  𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑠1/𝜑1))

−
1

𝑏𝑦
(𝛿1 + 𝑘𝑦    𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑠1/𝜑2))

]  

In this study, the value of 𝜙 is considered 0.01. 

In this section, an adaptive control law is applied on the sliding mode controller. The adaptive 

control law has been defined in Equations 50 and 51, where B is the switching gain and presents 

an estimation of k, as follows 16: 

(50) �̇�1 = 𝛾𝑥|𝑆1(𝑡)|  

(51) �̇�2 = 𝛾𝑦|𝑆2(𝑡)|  

Therefore, the adaptive sliding mode control can be obtained. 

(52) �⃗⃗�𝐴𝑆𝑀𝐶 = [

−(�̂�𝑥+𝐵1𝛾𝑥𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑆1 𝜙1⁄ ))

�̂�1

−(�̂�+𝐵2𝛾𝑦𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑆2 𝜙2⁄ ))

�̂�2+𝑑�̂�3

]  

The range of 𝛾𝑥 and 𝛾𝑦 has been discussed in Appendices 3 and 4. 

 

 

4.2. Front wheel slip controller design 

 
In order to control the longitudinal slip of tire, the sliding mode control has been adopted. Due 

to ABS's non-linear equations and its uncertainties, the sliding mode control would show 

acceptable robustness. The system of equations to design the controller is as follows: 

(53) �̇�𝑓 = 𝐹4 + 𝐺4𝑇𝑓    

The longitudinal slip ratio for acceleration is written as (54). In order to remove the slip, it has 

been considered as error, as written in (55) 23. 

(54) 𝜆 =
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝑓−�̇�

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝑓
      



(55) 𝑒𝑠 =
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝑓−�̇�

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝑓
− 0 = 𝜆  

The sliding surface can be obtained as: 

(56) 𝑆𝑠 = 𝑒𝑠 
By differentiating the sliding surface, the following equation is obtained: 

(57) �̇�𝑠 = −
�̈�𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝑓−𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓�̇��̇�

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓
2ω2

  

Substituting from (53) into (57) yields:, 

(58) �̇�𝑠 =
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓�̇�𝑓(1−𝜆)−�̈�

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝑓
=

 (�̂�4+�̂�4𝑇𝑓)𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓(1−𝜆)−�̂�1−�̂�1𝐹𝑥

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜔𝑓
  

According to 22, the best control law is as follows: 

(59) �̇� = 0        ⇒    𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑞 =
−1

�̂�4𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓(1−𝜆)
�̂�𝑓  ,          �̂�𝑠 = �̂�4𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓(1 − 𝜆)  

where, 

(60) �̂�𝑓 = 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓�̂�4(1 − 𝜆) − �̂�1 − �̂�1𝐹𝑥    

The slip condition is defined as: 

(61) 1

2

d

dt
𝑆𝑠
2(t) ≤ η

𝑠
|𝑆𝑠(t)|  

In order to satisfy this condition, one term has been added to 𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑞  , 

(62) 
𝑇𝑓𝑠𝑚𝑐 = −

1

�̂�4𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓(1−𝜆)
(�̂�𝑓 − 𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑡 (

𝑆𝑠

𝜙𝑠
))  

where k𝑠 and
sF  22, 

(63) 𝑘𝑠 ≥ �̅�𝑠 + 𝜂𝑠  
(64) �̅�𝑠 = 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓�̅�4(1 − 𝜆) − �̅�1 − �̅�1𝐹𝑥  

 

Finally, the block diagram of the controller has been designed by combining the longitudinal, lateral, and 

tire slip controller, as shown in Fig. 4. 

 



 
Fig. 4: The block diagram for the proposed control in this study 

 

 

5. Discussion and Results 

 
In this study, the results of the proposed controller has been compared to that of the controller 

in 18. They have designed a path-following steering controller using MPC with adaptive preview 

time (APT) for automated LCS. A bicycle model has been employed to design the prediction 

model. They have used a ramp sinusoidal function to generate the desired lane change path. The 

optimal steering angle command for the LCS has been determined by minimizing the cost function 

which consists of the lateral displacement errors between the target path and the predicted path, 

and the steering angles within the prediction horizon in 18. 

In 18, the input function for lane change manoeuvre is given by: 

(65) 𝑋 = 𝑣𝑠𝑡, 𝑌 = 𝑤 [
𝑡

𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡
−

1

2𝜋
sin(

2𝜋

𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑡)]  

In the current research, the same input as in 18 has been used for the proposed controller and the 

results have been compared with that of 18.  

According to Fig. 5, the proposed controller has been able to track the path with a higher 

accuracy than the proposed control in 18. 



As shown in Fig. 6, the controller response for double lane change (overtaking) is appropriate. 

The maximum error for longitudinal control is 0.2. Also, the longitudinal control is able to generate 

the desired velocities, from 10 m/s to 30 m/s in the first lane change, then to 25 m/s in the second 

lane change. According to the sliding surface, the adaptive control has been able to estimate the 

proper value for switching surface, the value of which is constant for each lane change. Also, the 

sliding mode control is able to generate the appropriate torque for wheels, which removes the 

longitudinal slip for front wheels. 

According to Fig. 7, the controller appropriately tracks the path on low adherence roads (wet 

roads) with no chattering. While the tracking is not exact, the controller is robust with uncertainties 

(small acceptable errors) based on road condition. Due to the appropriate tracking of the velocity 

and lateral error, the delay in yaw angle tracking has less effect on the system. According to Fig. 

7, the adaptive coefficient has been reached in less than 1 second. By starting the lane change 

manoeuvre, the adaptive coefficient has increased to 4.2 in less than 2 seconds. Excepting for dry 

road conditions, the higher values of the adaptive coefficient shows higher energy consumption of 

the system to deal with uncertainties. Based on the steering angle diagram, because the input is a 

continuous curve, the controller input is applicable to the experimental environment. Tire angular 

velocity diagram shows proper tracking in terms of v/reff. The longitudinal slip controller has been 

designed to optimize wheel's torque in order to avoid tire slip. Although reaching to this level of 

tracking accuracy is far away in real conditions, the controller showed proper results in the 

simulation environment. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Comparing the proposed controller with the controller in 18 

 



 
Fig. 6: The simulation results for double lane change (𝜇 = 0.85). 

 

Conclusion 

 
In this paper, an adaptive sliding mode control has been adopted to control the longitudinal and 

lateral motion of vehicle for tracking the desired trajectory in double lane change (overtaking). A 

sliding mode control has been used to control the front wheels’ longitudinal slip, which resulted 

in accurate tracking and eliminating the tire longitudinal slip. Also, the proposed controller has 

less error in comparison with the MPC with APT. According to the simulation of the proposed 

control in dry and wet roads, it is concluded that the control method is capable to deal with 



predefined uncertainties. Also, it is able to apply appropriate inputs to the steering angle, the 

angular velocity of the wheel, and the wheel's torque (some systems cannot take some parameters 

as inputs via actuators). Real-time tests for the proposed controller is considered as future works. 

 

 
Fig. 6: The simulation results for double lane change (𝜇 = 0.3). 
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Appendix 1 

 
 

Table 1. The vehicle parameters in this study 

Symbol Description quantity 

m Mass 1704.7 [kg] 

𝐼𝑧 Yaw moment of inertia   3048.1 [kg.m2] 

𝐼𝜔 Wheel moment of inertia 2.6384 [kg.m2] 

𝑙𝑓 Front axle-COG distance 1.025 [m] 

𝑙𝑟 Rear axle-COG distance 1.655 [m] 

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓 Effective tire radius 0.3126 [m] 

𝐶𝛼𝑓 Cornering stiffness of front tire 56850 [N/rad] 

𝐶𝛼𝑟 Cornering stiffness of rear tire 46030 [N/rad] 

𝜇 Tire-road friction coefficient [0.1-0.85] 

𝑇𝑑𝑓 Wheel's torque during acceleration  

𝑇𝑏𝑓 Wheel's torque during braking  

𝐶𝜎 Longitudinal tire stiffness  

𝑉𝑥 Actual longitudinal velocity at the axle of the wheel  

𝜎𝑥 Longitudinal slip ratio  

𝛼 Side slip angle  

𝐹𝑧 Vertical force on the tire  

𝐹𝑦𝑓 Lateral tire force at the front tires  

𝐹𝑦𝑟 Lateral tire force at the rear tires  

𝐹𝑥𝑓 Longitudinal tire force at the front tires  

𝐹𝑥𝑟 Longitudinal tire force at the rear tires  

𝛼𝑓 Lateral slip angle for front wheels  

𝛼𝑟 Lateral slip angle for rear wheels  

𝜔𝑤 Rotational velocity of the wheel  

𝛿 Front wheel steering angle  

�̇�𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓 Desired yaw rate from road  

𝑒1 Lateral position error with respect to road  

𝑒2 Yaw angle error with respect to road  

𝑑𝑠 Longitudinal distance from c.g to sensor measurement point   

�̃� Switching gain  

𝛤 Constant Value  

𝜂 Constant Value  



𝑘 Gain of the controller  

𝜙 Boundary layer  

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2 
In order to prove the stability of the sliding mode control, the coefficient of switching surface 

can be obtained as follows 22: 

 𝑘𝑥 ≥ 𝛤𝑥(�̅�𝑥 + 𝜂𝑥 + (𝛤𝑥 − 1))|�̂�𝑥| 
 𝑘𝑦 ≥ 𝛤𝑦(�̅�𝑦 + 𝜂𝑦) + (𝛤𝑦 − 1)|�̂�| 

where, 

 �̅�𝑥 = �̅�1 

 �̅�𝑦 = �̅�2 + �̅�1𝑒2 + �̅�1𝐹𝑥𝑒2 + 𝑑�̅�3 
And the upper and lower bounds of uncertainties for controller design are: 

𝐹𝑖
+ = 𝐹𝑖|𝜇=𝜇max  

𝐹𝑖
− = 𝐹𝑖|𝜇=𝜇min  

𝐺𝑖
+ = 𝐺𝑖|𝜇=𝜇max 

𝐺𝑖
− = 𝐺𝑖|𝜇=𝜇min  

I = 1, 2, 3, 4 

  

�̂�𝑖 =
𝐹𝑖
+ + 𝐹𝑖

−

2
 

�̂�𝑖 = √𝐺𝑖
+𝐺𝑖

−  

�̅�𝑖 = �̂�𝑖 − 𝐺𝑖
− 

�̅�𝑖 = �̂�𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖
− 

𝛤𝑥 = √
𝑏𝑥
+

𝑏𝑥
−
= √

𝜇max
𝜇min

𝛤𝑦 = √
𝑏𝑦
+

𝑏𝑦
−
= √

𝜇max
𝜇min

 

𝛤𝑠 = √
𝑏𝑠
+

𝑏𝑠
−
= 1 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 3 
In order to prove the stability of the proposed controller, the candidate Lyapunov function has 

been chosen as: 

 𝑉𝑥 =
1

2
𝑆𝑥
2 +

𝑏�̂�𝑥
−1

2
�̃�𝑥
2 

where, 

 �̃�𝑥 = 𝐵1 − 𝑘𝑥 

  �̂�𝑥 = �̂�1 



In order to evaluate the Lyapunov function, the Lyapunov candidate function has been derived 

as: 
 

�̇�𝑥 = 𝑆𝑥{𝐹1 + 𝐺1𝐹𝑥 − �̈�𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝜆1�̇� − 𝜆1�̇�𝑟𝑒𝑓}  + 𝑏𝑥�̂�𝑥
−1(𝐵1 − 𝑘𝑥)𝛾𝑥|𝑆𝑥(𝑡)| 

�̇�𝑥 = 𝑆𝑥{𝐹1 − �̈�𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝜆�̇� − 𝜆1�̇�𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑏𝑥𝑏𝑥
−1(−�̂�1 + �̈�𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝜆1�̇� + 𝜆1�̇�𝑟𝑒𝑓

                    − 𝐵1𝛾𝑥𝑡𝑔ℎ(𝑆𝑥 𝜙𝑥⁄ ))} + 𝑏𝑥�̂�𝑥
−1(𝐵1 − 𝑘𝑥)𝛾𝑥|𝑆𝑥(𝑡)|

 

According to Appendix 2, 

�̇�𝑥 ≤ |�̅�𝑥||𝑆𝑥(𝑡)| + |1 − 𝑏𝑥�̂�𝑥
−1||�̂�𝑥||𝑆𝑥(𝑡)| − 𝑏𝑥𝑏𝑥

−1𝐵1𝛾𝑥|𝑆𝑥(𝑡)| 

         + 𝑏𝑥�̂�𝑥
−1(𝐵1 − 𝑘𝑥)𝛾𝑥|𝑆𝑥(𝑡)|

 

�̇�𝑥 ≤ �̅�𝑥|𝑆𝑥(𝑡)| + |1 − 𝛤𝑦
−1||�̂�𝑥||𝑆𝑥(𝑡)| − 𝛤𝑥

−1(𝛤𝑥(�̂�𝑥 + 𝜂𝑥) + (𝛤𝑥 − 1)|�̂�𝑥|)𝛾𝑥|𝑆(𝑡)| 

 

 

Since η𝑦 is a positive constant, the derivative of the Lyapunov function becomes negative only 

if 
x is greater than 1, therefore: 

 𝛾𝑥 ≥ 1         →         �̇�𝑥 ≤ 0 
Hence, by choosing 

x  greater than or equal to 1, we can guarantee the system’s stability based 

on the Lyapunov stability. 

 

 

Appendix 4 
In order to prove the stability of the proposed controller, the candidate Lyapunov function has 

been chosen as: 

 𝑉𝑦 =
1

2
𝑆𝑦
2 +

𝑏𝑦�̂�𝑦
−1

2
�̃�𝑦
2 

where, 

 �̃�𝑦 = 𝐵2 − 𝑘𝑦 

 𝑏𝑦 = �̂�2 + 𝑑�̂�3 

In order to evaluate the Lyapunov function, the Lyapunov candidate function has been derived as: 

�̇�𝑦 = 𝑆𝑦�̇�𝑦 + 𝑏𝑦�̂�𝑦
1−�̃�𝑦�̇̃�𝑦 

�̇�𝑦 = 𝑆𝑦{𝐹2 + 𝐺2𝛿 + (𝐹1 + 𝐺1𝐹𝑥)𝑒2 + �̇��̇�2 + 𝑑𝐹3 + 𝑑𝐺3𝛿}

             + 𝑏𝑦�̂�𝑦
−1(𝐵2 − 𝑘𝑦)𝛾𝑦|𝑠𝑦|

 

According to Appendix 2, 

�̇�𝑦 ≤ |�̅�𝑦||𝑆𝑦(𝑡)| + |1 − 𝑏𝑦𝑏𝑦
−1||�̂�||𝑆𝑦(𝑡)| − 𝑏𝑦𝑏𝑦

−1𝐵2𝛾𝑦|𝑆𝑦(𝑡)| + 𝑏𝑦�̂�𝑦
−1(𝐵2 − 𝑘𝑦)𝛾𝑦|𝑆𝑦(𝑡)| 

�̇�𝑦 ≤ �̅�𝑦|𝑆𝑦(𝑡)| + |1 − 𝛤𝑦
−1||�̂�||𝑆𝑦(𝑡)| − 𝛤𝑦

−1(𝛤𝑦(�̅�𝑦 + 𝜂𝑦) + (𝛤𝑦 − 1)|�̂�|)𝛾𝑦|𝑆(𝑡)| 

�̇�𝑦 ≤ (1 − 𝛾𝑦)(𝐹 + |1 − 𝛤𝑦
−1||�̂�|)|𝑆𝑦(𝑡)| − 𝜂𝑦𝛤𝑦|𝑆𝑦(𝑡)| 

Since η𝑦 is a positive constant, the derivative of the Lyapunov function becomes negative only 

if y is greater than 1, therefore: 

 𝛾𝑦 ≥ 1    →    �̇�𝑦 ≤ 0 



Hence, by choosing y  greater than or equal to 1, we can guarantee the system’s stability based 

on the Lyapunov stability. 

 

 

 


